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Abstract
This paper provides a brief background to the development of searchable Erzya and Moksha corpora on the Fin-CLARIN/Language Bank of Finland Korp server1 with a special emphasis on Erzya-Moksha Electronic Resources2 And Language Diversity (EMERALD) [cf. Rueter 2020a] and the nature and structure of the Electronic Resource Moksha-Erzya (ERME)3 and ERME version 2.5.

It points to important players in the development of searchable corpora for Mordvin languages as of 2024. It briefly introduces coexisting corpus materials featuring the Erzya and Moksha languages at the Language Bank of Finland [cf. Rueter and Partanen 2019]. It also provides an illustration of the metadata attributed to each piece in the ERME corpora as well as a description of the morphosyntactic annotation adopted in ERME.

Finally, it makes suggestions for future enhancement and extensions of ERME as well as its implications for other research corpora [cf. Rueter 2023].
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INTRODUCTION
The Mordvin languages, Erzya and Moksha, belong to the Finno-Ugric branch of the Uralic language family. These two languages are spoken by approximately half a million people, who have traditionally lived in the Volga Basin of what is now known as the Russian Federation [cf. Sarv 2002; Rueter 2013]. Documentation of these two languages rests on the work of native speakers and foreigners, alike. We are still building traditions of language documentation for languages of the World, and the following presents development in this endeavor at the Language Bank of Finland.

I EMERALD

EMERALD and the ERME corpora provide an answer to a lack of openly searchable documentation of the Erzya and Moksha languages. A generation of researchers has been born who cite publishers instead of actual authors. Hence, they ignore dialectal backgrounds of writers when dealing with the literary language. When looking for variation, they fail to distinguish original language materials from translations, seasoned language users from

1 https://korp.csc.fi (forthcoming movement to https://www.kielipankki.fi/korp)
2 Associated with a grant from the Kaisi and Kaino Heikkilä Foundation 2016 (Erzya-Moksha Electronic Resources And Language Diversity - Fieldwork and Early Literary Texts = EMERALD-FELT), initiating the introduction of Heikki Paasonen's eight-volume Mordwinische Volksdichtung to the Language Bank of Finland Korp Server.
3 In Erzya ēr’me [эрьме] is ‘wealth’.
4 ERME 2017: urn:nbn:fi:lb-201407306 (licensing is shown in the urn files)
5 ERME version 2, 2023: urn:nbn:fi:lb-2023021601
unmonitored newcomers. Researchers sought no alignment between fieldwork research and literary language development in terms of spatial-temporal dimensions.

EMERALD and ERME is intended to provide people searching Erzya and Moksha corpora with better access to what they are investigating, and it gives them open information on source metadata. This includes six types of information:

(1) bibliographic information for citations;
(2) to-the-page and to-the-sentence citation information;
(3) page, word and character counts;
(4) timestamps and geographical identifiers for temporal and spatial location of the author;
(5) visualization of morphosyntactic structure; and
(6) visualization of geographical positioning of the author and literary piece.

To-the-page/sentence citation information, means that the researchers fortunate enough to have access to physical or digital source materials are able to locate a given sentence by simply following reference to the text provided for each sentence – no cryptic reference to a closed search engine identifier. Counting characters, words and pages might provide us with a better construal of individual pieces and their representation of a given language. Morphosyntactic structure is illustrated in Universal Dependencies⁶ treebank style and is made possible through rule-based analysis and disambiguation [cf. Rueter et al. 2020].

Short comings of the corpus are that license limits the context to a “necessary one”, which in the present situation, means the paragraph is the largest context, as opposed to, let us say, 80 keystrokes left and right of a given concordance point.

II Background

Work has been conducted in Mordvin studies since 1705 [see Witsen], and the two Mordvin literary languages Erzya and Moksha have developed tremendously over the past two centuries. Despite the fact that the outside world has frequently classified these two language forms as supradialects of the same language, early grammarians have noted that fluency in one language does not necessarily imply fluency in the other [cf. Ornatov” 1838⁷; Gabelentz 1839]. The collection of vernacular texts begins in the late 1800s, which in addition to work published by Evsev’ev (1892) and Paasonen (1891, 1941), is augmented by the popularization of Erzya and Moksha vernaculars, most prominently in the 1920s and 1930s [cf. Foley, 2007]. Even though collections of words, texts and grammars have been published since the beginning of the 18th century, it is not until the 2010s that the first searchable corpora have been made openly available to the research and language communities, and the general public.

The concepts of availability and accessibility stemmed from two developments. On the one hand, there was the construction of the University of Helsinki Language Corpus Server (UHLCS) beginning in the early 1990s [cf. Broeder et al. 2000; Suihkonen 2000; Suihkonen 2003; Koskenniemi et al. 2007], which has since transferred the Language Bank of Finland and is now returning to the University of Helsinki. On the other, there was the Language Programme of the Kone Foundation, whose outcomes have resonated in Uralic language description,
documentation and preservation no less than 2012–2020 [Rueter 2014; Hakkarainen 2017; Jauhiainen et al. 2021; Hakkarainen et al. 2023].

2.1 Mordvin Corpora at the Language Bank of Finland

Soon monolingual corpora with multiple languages appeared. These included the outcomes of the National Library of Finland «Kindred Language» Pilot (2012–2015), the initial digitization of endangered language materials from the 1920s and 1930s, readers, non-central news and enlightenment media available with licensing through Fenno-Ugrica, and the «Suki» project (Fenno-Ugric Languages and the Internet), which scraped the net for Uralic language texts resulting in Wanca, and the first ERME corpus, and a demo corpus for research and fieldwork texts from the Finno-Ugrian Society publication series: SUS. Subsequently, came morpho-syntactically annotated corpora: Parallel Bible Verses for Uralic Studies (PaBiVUS), and the Universal Dependencies Uralic UD corpora of manually annotated corpora, featuring Uralic languages. In March of 2023, ERME version 2 appeared with over two million tokens of Erzya and 800 thousand tokens of Moksha. Autumn 2023, saw the induction of more parallel corpora into the Language Bank of Finland workflow: a children's book about war published first in 1938: Uspenskij, a school reader for natural sciences 1939 and 1940: Tetûrev, a childrens book portraying the ideal citizen, translated in the 1950s and 1960s: Morozov, and a book providing historical information on Finland written in the 1990s: Finland Yesterday and Today.

The corpora, at present, may be interpreted as representative of the two Mordvin literary languages, Moksha and Erzya, but a possible third language form – Shoksha may find its way into the data set in the future.

The language materials can be divided into three types. There are historical wordlists, monolingual corpora and parallel corpora. Some have automated morpho-syntactic annotation, others do not.

2.1.1 Word lists

Although the first word lists for the Mordvin languages date back to 1705 [Witsen], the Language Bank of Finland provides access to the Erzya and Moksha Mordvin Word List Corpus (UHLCS). The corpus consists of two lists: Erzya (23,500 words), Moksha (300 words) from the Bishop Damaskin collection commissioned by Catherine the Great, 1785 [see Estill, 1999; Estill, 2004; Feoktistov, 1971].

9 https://www.kansalliskirjasto.fi/fi/projektit/sukukielten-digitointiprojekti
10 urn:nbn:fi:lb-2014073056
11 http://suki.ling.helsinki.fi/wanca/
12 urn:nbn:fi:lb-2019052401
13 urn:nbn:fi:lb-2016092001
14 PaBiVUS: urn:nbn:fi:lb-2020021121
15 UD v2.10: urn:nbn:fi:lb-2022061001 (see also forthcoming UD v2.13 http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2024031207)
16 Uspenskij: urn:nbn:fi:lb-2023042426
17 Tetûrev: urn:nbn:fi:lb-2023042421
18 Morozov: urn:nbn:fi:lb-2023082102
19 Finland, Yesterday and Today: urn:nbn:fi:lb-2023041801
21 Historical Mordvin word lists: urn:nbn:fi:lb-2014032611
2.1.2 Text corpora

The text corpora for Mordvin research is gradually becoming annotated, but there are still many other hurdles to overcome before they can equally contribute to the concept behind EMERALD. While the Fenno-Ugrica materials provide bibliographical reference to individual pieces of source literature for all sentences, the ideal situation would see page reference and morphological analysis. The Wanca materials, unfortunately, lack both bibliographical reference and morpho-syntactic annotation. This, however, has to do with the vast proportion of genre variety in Wanca and the primitive state of automated morpho-syntactic analysis for many of the minority Uralic languages when it was published. New versions of PaBiVUS, Uralic UD, Finno-Ugrian Society research corpora and smaller parallel corpora are gradually being adapted to more extensive annotation.

III CORPORA ANNOTATION À LA EMERALD

The description provided in every part of the ERME corpora is intended to improve the research community's comprehension of the languages. This involves painstaking preparation of all TEI-compatible XML heads and sentence elements in the materials. Each head comes with metadata covering bibliographic information both separately and as single entities. This means that author, title, publisher, etc. data are provided in the international library conversion for Cyrillic to Latin script (ISO-9) as individual attributes, and a conglomerate bibliography, see Figure 1, below. Further attributes provide information on the number of pages, words and characters as well as spatial and temporal delimiters for locating the author in time and space. The timestamps with explicit expression of when the work was completed and latitude-longitude markers for designating the author's place of birth will hopefully provide for the alignment of literary language development with previous and forthcoming stages of language documentation, e.g., fieldwork (1880—), publications in various media (1821—). Additionally, information is also given, where possible, on proofreaders and editors of both the original print and the electronic version for finer granularity of each individual corpus.


Figure 1. The head element in an ERME piece

In Figure 1., there is an id(entifier), the name of the piece, followed by author, genre, bibliographic data, publisher, publication (especially necessary when piece is a part of a larger publication), publication year, number of pages, word count, character count, corrector, e-corrector (corrector of digital version), page range, datefrom, dateto, timefrom, timeto (essentially timestamps), ISO-639 language code and geo author origin (latitude and longitude of author's place of birth).

22 Text Encoding Initiative: https://tei-c.org/
In Figure 2, the id(entity) attribute bears the value: ‘name of piece’ + ‘chapter number’ + ‘paragraph number’ + ‘sentence number’ + ‘page number’. A separate page number attribute is also given along with subsequent attributes for text (in the original), text_eng (possible English translation), and text_fin (possible Finnish translation). The id attribute provides us with the precise location of the sentence in the piece, i.e., page number, chapter, paragraph, and sentence identification, which will be helpful to the fortunate with access to the physical or virtual literary pieces.

In Figure 3., we can observe one single disparity between UD CoNLL-U^23. On the Korp server tradition has placed the word form before the token counter, i.e., columns 1 and 2 have swapped places. Otherwise, column 3 is lemma, 4 UD part of speech, 5 external part of speech (Giella part of speech), 6 alphabetized morphological features, 7 dependency head, 8 dependency, 9 extended dependencies, 10 miscellaneous.

The CoNLL-U-type annotation reveals the state of automated rule-based morphosyntactic annotation. As can be seen in the dependency encoding «dep», this is an ever-developing dimension of Mordvin language description. Rule-based morphosyntactic analyzers are being developed for the Erzya and Moksha languages on the Giella infrastructure, where they are automatically rendered reusable as spell checkers and the motor for morphologically savvy dictionaries [Rueter et al. 2020]24. Multiple use of the rule-based description extends to the Universal Dependencies projects [see Rueter and Tyers, 2018; Zeman et al. 2023-11], and the

---

23 CoNLL-U: https://universaldependencies.org/docs/format.html
shallow-transfer machine translation projects at Apertium [cf Rueter and Hämäläinen 2020; Rueter 2020a].

Figures 4a and 4b, above, show how this metadata appears in the right margin of the Korp interface. In addition to the metadata described earlier, including CoNLL-U, there is a final button for selecting a visualization of the dependency tree – please, try it.

3.1 Monolingual corpora
The Electronic Resource for Moksha and Erzya (ERME) version 2 corpora consist of original-language texts in the two Mordvin languages, Erzya (over 2,041,000 tokens), and Moksha (over 855,000 tokens). These corpora are rich in metadata and automated morpho-syntactic annotation, as described above. A second, but smaller pair of original language corpora are found in the Uralic UD v2.10 corpora with manually annotated morpho-syntactic analyses for each sentence: Erzya (over 17,000 tokens), Moksha (over 3,000 tokens). Additionally, there are the large corpora without morpho-syntactic annotation: Fenno-Ugrica: Erzya (nearly 900,000 tokens), Moksha (nearly 618,000 tokens), and Wanca: Erzya (over 355,500 tokens), Moksha (over 257,500 tokens). The latter two corpora sets contain both original language and translated texts, a dimension that must be dealt with in EMERALD annotation in the near future. Both the Fenno-Ugrica and Wanca have extensive representation of other Uralic languoids, Fenno-Ugrica – 10, Wanca – 29.

3.2 Parallel corpora
Implicit parallel corpora research in Mordvin studies dates back to an ‘Attempt at a Grammar of Mordvin (read: Erzya)’25 by Herr Conrad von Der Gabelentz 1839 where he made a meticulous study of the morphological structure as attested in the Erzya-language Gospel from 182126. At the Language Bank of Finland, part of the same Gospel texts and their modern

---

equivalents are made available in the Parallel Biblical Verses for Uralic Studies (PaBiVUS) corpus. This corpus actually contains the 27 books of the New Testament in 10 languages, three of which – Erzya, Moksha and Finnish – have been automatically annotated, but in future versions this annotation will be improved upon and extended to the other languages, i.e., Karelian, Khanty, Komi, Mansi, Ononets-Karelian, Permian Komi, Russian, Udmurt, Veps.27 PaBiVUS was introduced in 2020 with morpho-syntactic annotations for a few of the languages. Since then, more parallel corpora with morpho-syntactic annotations have been introduced to the Language Bank of Finland’s Korp server. The ones presently available as this article goes to press are children’s book ‘Four Battles’ by Uspenskij28 and a Christmas Gospel, which has text-to-speech enhancement. There are also another 3 parallel corpora that ought to be in the Korp search engine by summer 2024: ‘Environment and Natural Science for 3rd Grade, Part 1’29, ‘Finland, Yesterday and Today’30, ‘Pavlik Morozov’31.

IV FUTURE WORK

In the future, enhancement of the automated annotation process will be continued on the rule-based morphosyntactic analyzer and disambiguation rules constructed on the Giella infrastructure. Extended versions will be published for PaBiVUS, Uralic UD v2.13, and ERME with extensions to include pieces from the Erzya and Moksha journals (1929–2000s), Sátko and Mokša, Erzya and Moksha respectively. Lexical work will come into the picture for improvement in translation [cf. Hämäläinen et al. 2021]. The next implementation of Korp will also have a Russian-language interface, something that will help Erzya and Moksha native speakers in their use of the search engine.
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Neither of the Mari literary languages are in the 2020 release of PaBiVUS, but the next release, possibly autumn 2024 will see both Hill Mari and Meadow & Eastern Mari. Saami language materials still require negotiation. At such time, it would also be feasible to add Estonian, Hungarian and perhaps some adjacent languages as well.
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